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access to archives:
 recent legislative trends in lithuania

Lithuania’s law on the country’s documents and archives took effect on January 1, 2005. The 
legislation established a legal foundation for access to the documents of state and municipal 
institutions, agencies and enterprises. Ever since the implementation of the law, however, 
people who engage in historical research have been debating regulations related to access. After 
two years of intensive debate, Parliament revisited the issue of the politically sensitive Special 
Archive, which is where documents from the KGB and other former Soviet services are stored. 
The law was amended in January 2007 to establish new regulations on access to that particular 
archive.
The focus of this article is on legislation and regulations which govern public access, as well 
as restrictions in this area. The author will discuss problematic aspects of this right of access, 
particularly insofar as specially regulated sections of the national system of documentation are 
concerned. He will also consider data protection and historical aspects of scholarly research.
Keywords: Archival legislation, access to documents, restrictions on access, Lithuanian law on 
documents and archives.

Legislative Procedure

As noted in the introduction, Lithuania got a new law on documents and 
archives at the beginning of 2005.1 It replaced a law that had been approved 10 
years earlier. Drafting and preparing the new law was part of the Lithuanian 
government’s programme for the period between 2001 and 2004. Parliament 
approved it on April 30, 2004, leaving a few months to prepare the necessary 
support legislation for the law’s implementation. All in all, the process took 
some three years.  Since then, the law has been amended twice in relation to 
access regulations.

arhīvi
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Definitions and Principles

The law on documents and archives contains definitions of the concepts 
“access to documents” and “use of documents.” The latter term refers to 
information from documents that is used for commercial or non-commercial 
purposes. The former, in turn, refers to the pure right to look at the relevant 
documents, subject, of course, to procedures that are defined by law.

Article 3 of the law identifies the National Documentary Fund, which 
consists of the documents of state and municipal institutions, agencies, 
enterprises, persons authorised by the state, state agencies and enterprises 
which operated in Lithuania in the past, as well as all documents which 
are preserved in the State Archives. The fund also includes documents of 
enduring value from non-governmental organisations, private individuals 
and private enterprises. It also has documents related to Lithuania’s historical 
heritage, as well as documents about Lithuania that have been received from 
other countries. This is the essence of archival rules. They cover all public 
sector institutions, plus, in some cases, cultural assets coming from the 
private sector. It must be added that in addition to the law on archives, there 
are other national and supranational laws which govern public access and 
restriction thereof.

Article 19 of the law on documents and archives defines the provision of 
free access to documents without any delay. People have the right to access 
documents from the National Documentary Fund, as stored in public sector 
institutions or in archives. This does not, of course, apply to documents which 
are inaccessible by law.

The law lists a number specific areas in which the right to access to 
documents is limited so as to protect other values that are regulated by law. 
These are national security, defence, international relations, public safety, 
privacy, other legitimate private interests, the prevention, investigation 
or prosecution of criminal activities, the equality of parties during court 
proceedings, the economic, monetary and exchange rate policies of state, and 
commercial and other economic interests, be they public or private. All of 
these restrictions are in line with recommendations in this area that were 
adopted by the Council of Europe in 2002.
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Access to information is also regulated by other laws. For instance, the 
Lithuanian Civil Code, which came into force in 2000, states that information 
about a person’s private life can be disclosed only with that person’s express 
content. After the individual’s death, such consent may be given by his or her 
spouse, children or parents.

then there is lithuania’s recently updated law on the legal protection 
of personal data. It was first passed in 1996 and has been amended several 
times to deal with domestic and European issues. The aim has always been 
to make sure that eu directives related to data protection are implemented 
in Lithuanian law. Data protection is important during the entire life of any 
individual. In addition to the aforementioned law, rules on data protection 
are also enshrined in a law on the right to obtain information from state and 
local government institutions (2005), a law on state and official secrets (1999), 
and a law on copyright and ancillary rights (2005).

access restrictions that are stipulated in the law do not necessarily mean 
that documents are not available at all. During the closure period, access can 
be provided in accordance with special laws. If a document is under copyright, 
for instance, access to it is determined on the basis of the relevant law.

restrictions on access

the law on documents and archives is the only legal act in lithuania which 
sets specific periods for restrictions against access to documents containing a 
person’s private data. The previous law on archives made no direct reference 
to privacy or to the protection of data.

Article 20 in the law on documents and archives defines general limitations 
on the right to access documents from the National Documentary Fund, i.e., 
all public sector documents.

When the law on documents and archives came into effect, the rule was 
that access to documents which contain information about someone’s private 
life and to structured sets of personal data2 was limited for a period of 50 
years after the individual’s death or, in the event of failure of establishing 
the fact of death, of 100 years after the creation of the relevant document. 
Intelligence information in the National Documentary Fund which relates to 
the Soviet special services which operated in Lithuania, as well as case files 
related to criminal accusations and deportations, are restricted in terms of 
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access for a period of 70 years after their origin. once the deadlines expire, 
documents are available without any limitations.

More recent debates

the former rules were widely discussed by people who engaged in 
historical research. official publication of the draft on the Internet in the 
earliest stage of preparation proved not to be enough to ensure commentary 
about new legislation. It was clear that there would have to be more thorough 
discussions with historians and other researchers when it came to the access 
rules.

Difficult debate related to how historical research should be interpreted, 
because the law on the protection of personal data contained no specific rules 
about that matter. In 2005 and 2006, the issue was discussed by a parliamentary 
working group, and there were a dozen or so public debates at Parliament, 
the office of the President, the Institute of History and the Data Protection 
Inspectorate. The Archives Department provided recommendations on access 
to its documents, including a detailed list of the main groups of documents 
and files in which personal data could be found.

The State Data Protection Inspectorate worked with the Archives De-
partment and a variety of scientific institutions to prepare new recom-
mendations on the handling of personal data by personal researchers. 
the aim was to make sure that the right to privacy was not violated and 
that personal data would be handled in a secure and lawful way. The Data 
Protection Inspectorate recommended advance notification so that there 
could be a check relating to the handling of personal data for the purposes 
of historical research. If the Data Protection Inspectorate does not secure 
the consent of the subject of data, direct disclosure there is limited even for 
scientific and individual research (production of document copies, conversion 
of documents to other media). If a researcher wants access to files which 
contain personal data, he or she must fill out application forms for access. 
This applies to Lithuanian, as well as foreign researchers – the rules are the 
same for everyone.
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soviet documents

In early 2005, a major political debate arose over access to Soviet KGB 
materials. The news media reported that several high-ranking government 
officials were former KGB reserve officers. As noted, the law on docu-
ments provided for a 70-year period of restriction on Soviet special services 
document, including criminal and deportation case files. Access to such 
documents had also been limited before 2005 by government regulations.

After the debate, a special parliamentary commission and working group 
were set up to prepare amendments to the law on lustration,3 as well as to 
other relevant legal acts, including the law on documents and archives.

That did not, however, put an end to political debates. Issues of 
constitutional jurisdiction were raised after a number of mPs petitioned the 
Constitutional Court to ask whether the 70-year restriction in the law on 
documents and archives was, in fact, constitutional. In late December 2006, 
Parliament received amendments to the law on documents and archives 
which would call for a review of the period of restriction related to documents 
with personal data, and for new rules concerning access to the documents of 
the KGB and other former Soviet special services.

the latest rules

Since January 2007, the law on documents and archives has contained 
new access rules. Now access to personal data is restricted for 30 years after 
the individual’s death, or for 100 years after the individual’s birth if the 
fact of death cannot be ascertained. If neither the birth nor death date of 
the individual can be determined, the restrictions apply for 70 years after 
the production of the relevant document. The most important amendment 
related to politically sensitive documents from the KGB and other Soviet 
services. Parliament has taken steps toward opening these documents to 
unlimited public access, but with a few exceptions.

The National Documentary Fund established, as a result of the latest 
changes, a special section which handles all of the documents of the Soviet 
special services, as well as documents related to resistance against the Soviet 
and German occupations, to the Soviet special services which operated in 
Lithuania from 1940 until 1991, to the Communist Party of Lithuania, and to 
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all structures subordinate to these organisations and services.4 access to such 
documents is no longer limited, and it is based on the common free access 
procedure that is enshrined in the law, but there are two exceptions. There is 
restricted access to documents concerning people who have admitted secret 
collaboration with the special services and who are on the list of those who 
confessed. The same is true when someone who suffered oppression by 
the special services has stated expressly that information about him or her 
must be limited until his or her death. The government has detailed rules 
on accessing and using these restricted documents. The regulations were 
prepared by the Archives Department, the Special Archives and the State 
Security Department.

all of these legislative disputes in lithuania show that regulations about 
access, particularly to the documents of former secret services, is a really 
sensitive issue. There are two fundamental rights here – the right to obtain 
information, and the right to one’s privacy.

notes
1 The full text of the law can be found in English at http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter2/dokpaieska.

showdoc_l?p_id=291470.
2 A structured set of personal data contains specific files or components thereof which contain 

information about an individual. Access to such files in state archives is limited. These include 
personal files (officeholders, officers, students, etc.), census documents, household bookkeeping 
documents, pharmaceutical documents, church or civil registers of births, marriages and 
deaths, various lists of personal data such as name, surname, natal data, marriage status, 
nationality, racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or 
trade union membership, as well as data concerning a person’s health, sex life, conviction, 
etc.

3 the law on lustration was adopted in 1999 to deal with people who had been employed by 
or were collaborators of the Soviet special services. All former KGB agents were asked to 
confess to their past, and the state guaranteed that information obtained that way would be 
confidential. In April 2007, the law was amended to add KGB reservists to the list of those 
who are not allowed to hold sensitive government positions because of their former ties to the 
Soviet security forces.

4 New amended paragraph 3 of Article 3 of Law on Documents and Archives (from January 
19, 2007) defined that Special part of the National Documentary shall consist of the activity 
documents of the structures of the opposition (resistance) to the occupation regimes of the 
ussr and germany also special services of the former ussr which operated in lithuania 
from 1940 to 1991, the Communist Party of Lithuania, as well as the structures subordinate to 
these organisations, services. The documents of the special part of the National Documentary 
Fond, must be transferred and are preserved in the Lithuanian Special Archives.
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arhīvu pieejamība likumdošanā: 
jaunākās tendences lietuvā

Lietuvas Republikas jaunais Dokumentu un arhīvu likums stājās spēkā 
2005. gada 1. janvārī. Tas arī precizēja nosacījumus valsts, pašvaldību, 
uzņēmumu, organizāciju u.c. dokumentu publiskai pieejamībai. Pirms šī 
jaunā likuma pieņemšanas Lietuvā bieži uzbangoja publiskas diskusijas par 
to, vai pētniekiem un interesentiem ir jānodrošina pieeja visiem dokumentiem 
un kādi pieejas ierobežojumi ir akceptējami. 

Divus gadus ilga asas diskusijas Seimā par pieeju politiski jūtīgajiem 
dokumentiem, kas iekļauti Speciālajā arhīvā. Šo dokumentu vidū ir VDK 
un citu bijušo PSRS speciālo dienestu materiāli. 2007. gadā pieņemtie 
Dokumentu un arhīvu likuma grozījumi noteica arī šo dokumentu pieeja-
mības noteikumus. To pamata divi principi – tiesības iegūt informāciju un 
cilvēku privātās dzīves aizsardzība.
Atslēgvārdi: arhīvu likumdošana, pieejamība, arhīvu pieejamības 

ierobežojumi, Lietuvas Dokumentu un arhīvu likums. 
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